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Presenter Biography 
Long BIO 
Motion Infographic designer Jessica Bellamy, of Louisville Kentucky, tells visual stories using data 
and personal narratives. As a Design Justice advocate, Jessica started her design career working 
with nonprofits and community groups to create compelling explainers that break down complex 
service and policy information. 
 
Jessica graduated Summa Cum Laude from the University of Louisville (UofL) with degrees in 
Drawing (BFA), Graphic Design (BFA), Pan African Studies (BA), and a minor in Communication. As 
a former Neurodevelopmental Science research analyst at UofL, in 2015 Jessica created a business 
that combines grassroots organizing, research, and information graphics. She named this business 
GRIDS: The Grassroots Information Design Studio. GRIDS solely works with nonprofits and 
community groups. To learn more about GRIDS please visit the website: www.gridsconnect.me. 
 
Currently Jessica is an Adobe Creative Resident. She has traveled around the country teaching 
creatives how to make information graphics in partnership with nonprofits. During this time she also 
created two Instagram and Youtube series, Designing From The Margins and A Few Ideas. She also 
created a design tool called the Infographic Wheel. The Infographic Wheel is a hand held volvelle 
that helps creatives select a visual layout for any dataset.  
 
Short BIO 
Motion Infographic designer Jessica Bellamy, of Louisville Kentucky, tells visual stories using data 
and personal narratives. As a Design Justice advocate, Jessica started her design career working 
with nonprofits and community groups to create compelling explainers that break down complex 
service and policy information. In 2017, she created a hands-on workshop called Infographics for 
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Social Change: A Graphic Ally Hackathon. Since then, she has given Graphic Ally Hackathons at 
several conferences and at three major universities (Carnegie Mellon, UCLA, and Yale). The 
hackathon focuses on teaching creatives how to make information graphics in partnership with 
nonprofits.  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Session Descriptions 

Presentations/ Speeches: 
Session Title: GOOD WORK DESERVES GOOD DESIGN: How to work with non-profits 
Length/Time: 75 mins 
Description: Something as simple as a clean logo or a well-designed website can give a 
nonprofit the necessary look to boost their profile or help people in feed find their services 
and programs. However, they rarely have the funds to devote to branding and design. 
There are a lot of opportunities to help non-profits while developing your design skills and 
building out your portfolio by supporting good work with good design. In this session, 
Adobe Creative Resident and designer Jessica Bellamy will help you navigate nonprofit 
relationships and community design work, while giving you the strategies necessary to 
gain paying nonprofit clients in the future. 
 
Session Title: Accessing Freedom 
Length/Time: 10-15 mins 
Description: Conscious and responsible design has the ability to bypass 
communication barriers in order to galvanize individuals. Learn about how 
increasing access to information for vulnerable and marginalized communities is 
truly a profound pursuit of freedom.  

 
Hands-on workshops: 

Session Title: Infographics for Social Change: A Graphic Ally Hackathon 
Length/Time: 90 mins | 2 hours |  4 hours 
Description: Become a Graphic Ally! Learn how to tell visual data stories to inspire 
policy change and mobilize information at the grassroots level. In this hands on 
workshop, we will explore and apply principles of conscious and responsible design to a 
real world infographic project. Topics covered are as follows: icon drafting, infographic 
composition, power dynamics in design, data framing, asset vs. deficit mapping, access 
to information, and grassroots design strategies. Learn how to map out infographic 
solutions for reaching and activating policy makers, people with resources, 
low-opportunity communities, and more. Participants will leave with an actionable list of 
design strategies, and with experience creating an infographic for a local nonprofit or 
community group. 

SHORT Description: Infographics for Social Change: A Graphic Ally 
Hackathon 



Become a Graphic Ally! Learn how to tell visual data stories to inspire policy 
change and mobilize information at the grassroots level. In this hands on 
workshop, we will explore and apply principles of conscious and responsible 
design to a real world infographic project. Participants will leave with an 
actionable list of design strategies, and with experience creating an infographic 
for a local nonprofit or community group. 

 
Session Title: Tools for the Graphic Learning Model: From Analog to Digital  
Length/Time: 90 mins  
Description: Using visuals as a teaching tool helps to increase comprehension, 
retention, and engagement in viewers of all ages. From hand-drawn infographics to 
digital characters, graphics strengthen our ability to instruct and instill knowledge. In this 
session you will learn quick and easy graphic facilitation techniques, tips for creating 
strong graphic organizers, and how to navigate a prospective digital asset that will 
animate your lectures. 

Session Values: Equity, Creativity,Resourcefulness 
 
Tutorials/LIVE How-tos: 

Session Title: InDesign Infographics 
Length/Time: 45-60 mins 
Description: We will discuss the importance of data visualization in social change work 
and you will learn how to 

● optimize assets and icons 
● create narrative flow 
● compose objects in space 
● develop visual variety, and 
● simplify text 

 
Session Title: From InDesign to Motion Media 
Length/Time: 45-60 mins 
Description: We will discuss the power motion infographics and you will learn how to 

● transfer design elements from InDesign to After Effects  
● create basic animations 
● organize After Effects Projects, and  
● tips and tricks 

 
 
 
 


